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Chicago Playwright Lisa Rosenthal Wins Dionysos Cup 
 
[Chicago, IL] Polarity Ensemble Theatre is pleased to announce Lisa Rosenthal is the 
winner of the 2008 Dionysos Cup Festival of New Plays. Rosenthal’s play The Good 
Harvest was selected by a vote of audience members who saw two or more of the festival 
plays. The festival featured staged readings of four new full-length works from Chicago-
area playwrights. The plays were selected from open submissions and went through a 
critique and revision process before the staged readings. The staged readings were followed 
by open discussions that provide the playwrights with feedback from the cast, crew and 
audience. The Good Harvest reading was directed by Polarity Ensemble member Laura 
Sturm. 
 
The Good Harvest explores the lives of triplets Henry, Molly and Jonathan who are shocked 
by the appearance of their long-estranged father at their mother’s funeral. They struggle 
with the truth—or a new version of the truth—surrounding their birth. The play moves back 
and forth in time to tell the story of one family’s origins and the desperation that surrounds 
their choice to use in vitro fertilization. The Good Harvest was originally developed in 
Chicago Dramatists’ Deadline Workshop.  
 
Rosenthal is a Resident Playwright at Chicago Dramatists and an Affiliated Artist at 
American Theater Company. Her plays have been produced across the country. She is the 
recipient of an Illinois Arts Council Special Assistance Grant, a Puffin Foundation grant, 
and a Tremaine Fellowship. She is creating the Vet Art Project (www.vetartproject.com), 
connecting veterans and artists to create new art about war and foster dialogue about war’s 
impact, which will be in residence at the Studio Theater at the Chicago Cultural Center as 
part of the Incubator Series in February 2009. The Illinois Humanities Council just awarded 
a grant in support of this project. 
 
Developing new work is part of Polarity Ensemble Theatre’s mission, reflected in the fact 
that it will present the world premiere of The White Airplane by Darren Callahan February 
13 – March 22. Polarity Ensemble Theatre Books will also publish the play. The White 
Airplane was one of the plays developed in the company’s 2006 Dionysos Cup. Polarity was 
named “Best Emerging Theatre Company of 2008” by the Chicago Reader. Polarity is a 
member of the League of Chicago Theatres. 


